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**Being Insured Isn’t What's Most Important**

Physician Dr. Deane Waldman is a board member of the Obamacare exchange in New Mexico. He says that even if more people are insured under Obamacare that’s not automatically a good thing.

He writes: “insuring all Americans is NOT the goal of the American healthcare system. The purpose for having healthcare at all is to optimize the health of We The People. It’s the health care service that makes and keeps people healthy, not the healthcare system with its massive, expensive and ever-expanding administrative bureaucracy.”

He concludes: “Health insurance without health care does not help. Having more people with insurance while less care is available to them is the opposite of what we need.” How right he is!

*“Hillary Clinton is Lying: Obamacare Isn't 'Working',”* Dr. Deane Waldman, MD, MBA, The BLAZE, December 8, 2015.
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